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This note argues that the neutrino is a phonon packet that exists and propagates within
the negative-energy Planck vacuum. Simple calculations connect the three neutrinos to
their corresponding leptons and show: that the neutrino mass is a ﬁcticious or eective
mass; that the neutrino mass cannot be zero; that each of the three neutrinos has a
unique mass that determines its velocity; and that ﬂavor (neutrino-type) mixing does
not involve mass mixing.
The total energy E of a relativistic particle of rest mass m is
E = (m2c4 + c2p2)1=2; (1)
where c is the speed of light, p=m￿v is the relativistic mo-
mentum, ￿2 =1=(1￿￿2), ￿ =v=c, and v is the particle ve-
locity. Rearranging (1) leads to
v
c
=
"
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￿
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E
￿2 #1=2
; (2)
which can be used to determine the particle mass by measur-
ing its velocity and relativistic energy. For any measurement
set (v;E), the same mass will emerge within the measure-
ment accuracy. When this measurement procedure is applied
to the neutrino [1, pp.534–536], however, dierent masses
emerge. Thus the neutrino is not an elementary particle in the
usual sense of the term “elementary particle”. It is not sur-
prising, then, that the “mystery of neutrino mass” is currently
the most important subject of study in neutrino physics [1,
p.180].
The present note argues that the neutrino is a massless
phonon packet traveling within the negative-energy Planck
vacuum (PV), the primary task being to determine the struc-
ture of that packet. Taking the decay of the neutron into a
proton and an electron as an example, the heuristic calcula-
tions proceed as follows: the sudden appearance of the elec-
tron as a decay product sets up a periodic disturbance in the
PV from which the packet emerges; it is then assumed that
the packet is the same as a phonon packet traveling a linear
lattice whose lattice points are separated by a distance equal
to the electron’s Compton wavelength. Treating the neutrino
as a phonon packet tracks the solid state theory remarkably
well, but the presentation here is sketchy because of the for-
mal complexity of the latter theory with its “undergrowth of
suxes” as Ziman would put it [2, p.17]. The more precise
details are left to a subsequent paper.
The PV [3] is an omnipresent degenerate gas of negative-
energy Planck particles (PP) characterized by the triad
(e￿;m￿;r￿), wheree￿, m￿, andr￿ (￿￿=2￿)arethePPcharge,
mass, and Compton radius respectively. The vacuum is held
together by van-der-Waals forces. The charge e￿ is the bare
(true) electronic charge common to all charged elementary
particles and is related to the observed electronic charge e
throughtheﬁnestructureconstant￿ = e2=e2
￿ whichisaman-
ifestation of the PV polarizability. The PP mass and Comp-
ton radius are equal to the Planck mass and length respec-
tively. The particle-PV interaction is the source of the gravi-
tational (G=e2
￿=m2
￿) and Planck (~=e2
￿=c) constants, and
the Compton relations (r￿m￿c2 =rcmc2 =e2
￿) relating the
PV and its PPs to the observed elementary particles, where
thechargedelementaryparticlesarecharacterized bythetriad
(e￿;m;rc), m and rc being the mass and Compton radius
(￿c=2￿) of the particle (particle spin is not yet included in the
theory). Afeedback mechanisminthe particle-PVinteraction
leads to the Lorentz transformation. The zero-point random
motion of the PP charges e￿ about their equilibrium positions
within the PV, and the PV dynamics, are the source of the
quantum vacuum [4].
The mean power ﬂux of phonons traveling a linear lattice
chain in an elastic medium is [2, p.15]
U = hUi =
￿X
k
~!kvka￿
kak
￿
=
X
k
~!kvkNk ; (3)
where 06k6￿=ra, ~!k is the phonon energy for the k-th
mode, vk is the phonon group velocity, a￿
k and ak are the
phononcreationandannihilationoperators, andNk = ha￿
kaki
is the number of phonons per unit length in the kth mode. Re-
stricting k to non-negative values (non-positive values would
work just as well) implies that only traveling waves (rather
than standing waves) are of interest in the calculations.
The dispersion relation connecting the phonon frequency
!k and wavenumber k is [2, p.12]
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where ga is the “spring constant”. The angle ￿n;k =2n￿ +
+kra, where n(=0;1;2;:::) are the positive branches or
Brillouin zones of interest and ka (=2￿=￿a =1=ra) is the k-
axis scaling factor. The absence of absolute-value bars in the
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ﬁnal expression follows from the fact that 06kra 6￿. The
group velocity
vk =
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dk
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r2
aga
m
￿1=2
cos
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kra
2
￿
(5)
is the velocity of the k-mode phonons. The phonon number
Nk is then the number of k-phonons per unit ra.
For a single phonon packet (a neutrino) traveling the
chain, i.e. for a single value of n and k, (3) leads to
Uk = ~!k ￿ vk ￿ Nk = Ek ￿ vk (6)
where ~!k is the phonon energy of the packet and Ek ￿
~!kNk is the total energy carried by the packet. The index
k corresponds to the type of neutrino (￿e, ￿￿, or ￿￿) partici-
pating in the decay or capture processes.
The PV is an elastic medium and, because a free particle
distorts the PV, the sudden appearance or disappearance of a
free particle will initiate a corresponding phonon disturbance
in that vacuum. In the rest frame of the particle the static
distortion force is [3]
F(r) =
e2
￿
r2 ￿
mc2
r
; (7)
where m is the particle mass and the ﬁrst and second forces
are the polarization and curvature force respectively. (In the
laboratory frame these opposing forces lead to the particle’s
deBroglieradius[4,Append.A].) Thetwoforcesontheright
side of (7) are equal at the Compton radius (rc =e2
￿=mc2)
of the particle, the positive polarization force dominating in-
side this radius (r<rc) and the negative curvature force out-
side (r>rc). These opposing forces result in a harmonic-
oscillator-type disturbance within the PV, the eective
“spring constant” of which is easy to derive from (7):
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where x is the excursion of the disturbance about its equi-
librium position at x=0, and where the particle Compton
relation e2
￿=r2
c =mc2=rc is used in deriving the second ex-
pression. For small excursions (x=rc ￿ 1) the force reduces
to the ﬁnal expression where gc ￿e2
￿=r3
c is the desired “spring
constant”.
Using ra =rc and ga =gc and the Compton radius (it is
rc =e2
￿=mc2) of the free particle (the lepton) in (4) and (5)
leads to
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to second order in krc=2. The “spring constant” (gc) and scal-
ing factor (kc =1=rc) tie the m-phonons to the m-lepton that
created them, where the preﬁx “m” stands for the lepton mass
in (10). Inserting (9) and (10) into (6) yields
Uk =
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1=2
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for the mean power ﬂux of the lepton-induced neutrino. The
magnitude of Nk varies with the needs of the decay or cap-
ture process to conserve momentum and energy (and spin,
although spin is not included in the present discussion). That
is, the PV absorbs the unbalanced momentum and energy of
the process.
Using rc =e2
￿=mc2, (11) and (12) can be put in the more
convenient form
Uk =mc2 sin(mkc2=2mc2)
1=2
￿ccos(mkc2=2mc2)￿Nk (13)
￿mkc2 ￿ c
"
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1
2
￿
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2mc2
￿2 #
￿ Nk (14)
where mk ￿e2
￿k=c2 is a ﬁcticious or eective mass. It is clear
from (14) that mk cannot vanish for then the packet ﬂux Uk
would also vanish. The bracket shows that the packet propa-
gates at somewhat less than the speed of light.
It is instructive at this point to compare the particle and
phonon-packet models of the neutrino. In the particle model
described by (1) and (2), the energy and velocity of the neu-
trino are
E0
￿ = cp0
￿ = m0
￿c2 ￿ ￿￿ (15)
and
v0
￿
c
= 1 ￿
1
2
￿
m0
￿c2
E0
￿
￿2
(16)
for E0
￿ ￿m0
￿c2. As discussed in the ﬁrst paragraph, the par-
ticle mass m0
￿ is a variable mass and, in order to make the
equations ﬁt the experimental data, mass and ﬂavor mixing
(see below) must be brought ad hoc into the particle model,
destroying the particle description of the neutrino in the pro-
cess. From (14) for the packet model
Ek = mkc2 ￿ Nk (17)
and
vk
c
= 1 ￿
1
2
￿
mkc2
2mc2
￿2
(18)
for small mkc2. Equation (17) shows that the neutrino energy
Ek is the product of the phonon energy mkc2 and the number
of phonons Nk in the packet. Equation (18) shows that the
neutrino velocity is determined solely by the neutrino mass
mk and its corresponding lepton mass m.
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The three types (or ﬂavors) of neutrinos are the electron
(￿e), muon (￿￿), and tau (￿￿) neutrinos and, in the particle
model, each ﬂavor is assumed to have one or a combination
of three masses (m1;m2;m3) [1, p.452]. The corresponding
three-neutrino mixing (or ﬂavor oscillation) is a phenomenon
in which a neutrino created with a particular ﬂavor is later
measured to have a dierent ﬂavor due to a mismatch be-
tween the ﬂavor and mass eigenstates of the three neutrinos.
In the packet model each neutrino has its own mass as seen
in (17) and (18), leading to the more straightforward ﬂavor-
oscillation process described below.
The harmonic (quadratic) approximation [2, p.12] to the
Hamiltonian for a linear lattice chain leads to the calculations
in equations (3) through (14). For a three-dimensional lattice,
the addition of the anharmonic cubic term [2, pp.130–136]
to the quadratic Hamiltonian, along with the eects of the
selection rules, lead to a three-phonon process
(k;p) + (k0;p0) () (k00;p00) (19)
that can be tied to the three-neutrino mixing phenomenon,
where k and p, etc., are the wavenumber vector and polariza-
tionofthethreephonons. Thatis, theonlyallowedtransitions
are those in which two phonons combine to give a third, or
vise versa. In addition, conservation of energy requires that
~!k;p + ~!k0;p0 = ~!k00;p00 (20)
and the conservation of wave vector for a continuous medium
gives
k + k0 = k00 ; (21)
where, although the PV is discontinuous at the Planck level
(l￿r￿), it is eectively continuous at lengths l￿rc ￿r￿
where the observed particle Compton radius rc is concerned.
When the phonons are traveling the same straight line, the ks
in (19)–(21) can be replaced by their magnitudes. To illus-
trate the “physical” meaning of (19), consider the equation
going from left to right, where the k and k0 phonons combine
to produce the phonon k00: as k propagates, it distorts the
medium in such a fashion as to create an eective “dirac-
tion grating” o of which k0 reﬂects, destroying the k and k0
phonons while creating the k00 phonon [2, p.133].
Equations (19)–(21) are the foundation of the phonon-
packet description of ﬂavor mixing which involves three
packets (one for each type of neutrino) of the form found
in (14). For example, employing (19) from right to left, the
neutrino described in (3) through (14) can change into two
dierent neutrinos according to a given probability law [2,
eqn.(3.1.6)]. Ignoring polarization and assuming the phonons
travel the same straight line, (20) and (21) reduce to
mkc2 + m0
kc2 = m00
kc2 (22)
and
k + k0 = k00 ; (23)
which are the same equation as mkc2 =e2
￿k, etc.. Thus the
eective masses of the neutrinos drop out of the mixing pro-
cess; i.e. there is no mass mixing in the packet description of
ﬂavor mixing.
In summary, the ease with which the phonon-packet
model of the neutrino, based on the negative-energy PV, de-
scribes and explains the experimental data makes a compel-
ling case for that model and for a negative-energy vacuum
state. With the inclusion of ﬂavor oscillations and variable
neutrino masses, on the other hand, the free-particle model
appears to be an exercise more in curve ﬁtting than physical
modeling.
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